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!NEW!

**Tabulizer provides all the functionality to read data from various sources (typed plain text, Excel and CSV files,
Web/HTML pages, RSS Feeds, Database Queries/Tables) and present them in various formats, such as responsive
tables, graphs, charts, galleries, event calendars, etc. ** Magic Price Table is easy to manage and requires some

work to configure all the table, but the advantage is that you can personalize every cell, and so you can get a nice
result. Besides, you are able to custom both writing multi-line each row, column, and the cell. This Joomla Table
Extension is an absolute option for structure wonderful tables and framework diagram. The resulting tables or

graphs can be either static that can be edited using the standard Joomla editor or dynamic i.e. linked to an
external data source that when gets updated the associated table/graph gets updated as well. What makes

Tabulizer really unique is its versatility and extensibility. Instead of having a fixed set of styling presets, it uses the
concept of rules where each rule corresponds to a different feature. By combining multiple rules you can have an
unlimited number of end results. These rules do not affect only styling aspects, but they can transform and format
the table elements in many ways (e.g. calculations, replacements, text formats, row/column insertion and removal,
etc). This, along with the use of user friendly wizards, makes the creation of really advanced tables and graphs a
process of few clicks. This is what really separates Tabulizer from other solutions which come with a limited fixed
set of table templates and tuning parameters. With Tabulizer every styling option of transformation rule can be
applied individually on the table elements (row, column, cell) that you specify. Not only that, but you can apply

these rules easily using Tabulizer's backend panel or the online Table Creation Wizard.
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